EVA self adhesive

Bright Idea

Design it, draw it, cut it, stick it. Soft & flexible sheets of foam with a self adhesive backing in a range of
bright colours & glitter colours. Cut out simple shapes or letters to create colourful pictures & designs,
from something simple to more complex for older students & artists.

Create flower,

fish, 3d star

Beginner

WC01
EV01
Level

Expert

You will need:
• Five Star EVA Self Adhesive Foam
Standard & Glitter Colours
• Five Star Star Tempera Blue
• Five Star Stubbie Brush R2
• Scissors
• Pencil
• Card/paper

Method - Flower:

Method - Fish:

Step 1: Draw (or trace) a small flower onto

Step 1: Paint ‘the sea’ on a piece of paper using Star Tempera

the EVA backing paper & cut this out.

Blue & leave aside to dry.

Step 2: Place the cut out flower onto the

Step 2: Select a picture of a fish & draw

backing of the next EVA colour & draw a
larger flower around it, then cut it out.

(or trace) the outline of the different parts
ie body, tail, fins, stripes & eyes onto the
backing of different coloured EVA Self
Adhesive Foam.

Step 3: Using the larger flower repeat Step 2.
Step 4: To assemble remove the backing

paper from the second largest flower & stick
onto the largest flower ensuring the petals
line up.

Step 5: Repeat Step 4 to

add the next layer & centre
circle

the blue sea. Continue
sticking on the different
pieces to assemble the
fish.
a rock, a starfish & some
seaweek to add
Great for a
to your
class activity,
where each
picture.

the flower to any surface by
removing the backing.

Beginner

Step 4: Remove the backing of the fish body & stick on

Step 5: Draw & cut out

Step 6: You can then stick

Method - 3D Star:

Step 3: Cut out the shapes.

Level

student can
design their
own fish.

Expert

Step 1: Draw a triangle (80x50x50 mm) & cut out 6 Glitter Blue & 6 Blue EVA Self Adhesive
Foam pieces of equal sizes. Note these need to be exact to fit together.

Step 2: Before you start sticking the triangles down, draw a cross on the
piece of backing card & place the triangles as shown to ensure they will
fit neatly to form a star. When you have placed 6 triangles you should
have half the star formed. Trim the triangles if required.

Step 3: Once you are ready to stick, remove the backing & place alternate coloured triangles
on the backing card using the cross for lining up, working your way around the star.

www.5starpaints.com

Five Star Paints providing solutions for a
creative colour experience.

Choose different
patterns to make
complex designs
using shapes &
colours.

